
The New Earth at The Year 2023 
Part 1 

The New Earth is very much ready for us to come over. The ones who 
already are there really love everything on this green, fresh and lush planet. 
They have a lot of beautiful forests and jungles, but also high mountains, soft 
hills and big open fields. The lakes and oceans are clear blue and streams and 
rivers are glittering in the sunlight. The temperature is different depending on 
where we visit, but there is mildness in the feeling and wind. Right now is the 
peak season for all the nice fruit trees to share their abundance of fruits and 
berries, they are so much bigger over there. Strawberries and many other 
berries grow on trees and are easy to pick, no bending over. An enormous 
amount of new fruits and berries, but also vegetables have been introduced 
from World 2, the ET planets. They carry a lot of protein, vitamins and 
minerals that our bodies need. The New Earth people and animals don’t hunt 
or eat meat, fish, etc. so all living creatures are safe from harm. But still you 
can be served plant based meat and fish that taste exactly the same as if it was 
real. Mostly though, humans on The New Earth have developed a brand new 
food and taste palette, very different from ours down here.  

So, what do they do for fun? They love to spend time in nature hiking or at 
sea on boats or in water swimming. A lot is about having fun and enjoying 
life. They also read a lot and learn new things or take classes in everything 
you can imagine. They look at new movies made up there and visit really, 
really big Theme Parks that are everywhere and offer a lot of fun to both see 
and try. Then some like to take a short vacation somewhere else in the 
Universe, which happens in a modest way and not too often. 

Many live in their own house, sometimes more build with an ET look. Most 
items needed are delivered directly home for instance; drinking fluids are 
delivered from outside of the house directly into the refrigerator. Transport 
and traveling are done with small personal vessels, not looking like cars, 
busses, trains, etc.  

The New Earth people and animals all work with something they like or are 
interested in. Yes, even animals work, but in ways we down here don’t seem 
to notice. Except for maybe ants building nests, bees pollinating, horses for 
riding or pulling things, specially trained dogs, etc. On The New Earth 
animals play an important part in other ways, not only in nature, but also in 
the human society in general.  

On The New Earth we have adapted to be awake for longer times, the day is 
long as well as the night. The difference is that we also are awake in the long, 
long night, simply because we can’t sleep for the entire night. So, we eat and 
party with friends or go dancing, or we go out looking at the stars and smell 
the smells of night, maybe visit a movie place or see theater or dance 



performance or go to a Theme Park. The Theme Parks are many and they all 
offer different and exiting things like; Winter Wonderlands for fun playing or 
skiing in the snow, Mickey mouse and Donald duck with friends from earthly 
cartoons, Under the Sea diving and exploring, caving experiencing with 
digging for treasures, and of course thousands and thousands of different rides 
and entertainments, etc. Yes, the night is open for fun and up there everyone 
has the stamina to have fun and enjoy life. No one is tired, sick or moody, and 
no one is alone or without company of loving friends and families or a loving 
partner. All is good and nice and everyone is happy and content with their 
lives on The New Earth.   

Big Hugs from Channie    



The New Earth at The Year 2023 
Part 2 

As I said before in the first part, The New Earth people, animals, nature and 
everything there are very much ready for us to come over.  

On our side, on this Earth, there is a big change going on. For myself I see it 
clearly within all the teachings and class materials I have. Now new things are 
constantly added to the old class materials and I and everyone else need to 
adapt to all of the changes with totally new knowledge. It has really speeded 
up, with constant changes in the old class materials, very quick changes 
occurring from one week to another. It is hard to follow all the new things and 
their new rules, in how to still use some of the old stuff, how to adapt and take 
in the new and how to work with everything old and new together.  

At the same time there a is massive and ongoing procedure of bringing out 
people, mostly those that previously had signed up, for going out in the 
Universe with the ET´s. They are going out to different planets, but it is not 
for sightseeing. All of the people are going out to be educated, so that they 
can help their fellow humans, animals, etc. before and during The Big Shift. 
This, for creating a really great, calm and nice transition to our new lives on 
The New Earth. When I look at this development, I see it as if we now are 
getting really close to The Big Shift over to The New Earth.  

I was working with bringing out quite a bit of people to the Universe, but 
had to tell the ET’s that I had too much on my plate right now. So, I got a bit 
of a break from it, at least for now. I didn’t want to be bringing out people that 
I didn’t know or had educated myself. I said to them, I only would work with 
“my” people or my already known connections. Even then the workload will 
be very big for me. So, in this case I hope The New Earth comes quick, so I 
bring people out from there, instead of here. Then, there wouldn’t be any 
hidden things or secrets among people, everyone would know if their spouse 
or friend needed to go out and the rest of the family or friends would be okay 
with it and understand.  

When going on a trip from The New Earth to the Universe, it can be 
“allowed” for the traveling person to spend more time out there, so the person 
can then learn much more on their trip. All of that knowledge can then come 
to good use, for all of the newcomers on The New Earth. Going from there 
maybe also will allow us a little bit more time for relaxing, exploring and do 
some universal sightseeing trips.    

Big Hugs from Channie    


